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AIR KREMS invitation was a very good sign. AIR Krems Residency was freedom,
peace, dreams and inspirational to ART.
I am JONAS OLSAUSKAS Graphic Artist from Baltic States LITHUANIA VILNIUS
city. Visual & Fine arts Graduate of Vilnius Art Academy, Lithuania. Postgraduate
student in Munchen ADBK.
“Jonas Olsauskas Drawings and “intaglio” Graphic art prints are quite minimal but
deep wich is talking about everything in one drawing. Such art is dangerous
because you have to feel it to see deeper. You should to wait because its simple
but inside love is light and answer.” <…>
My Graphic art works creations are from flow of open heart are more like a pray
or meditation. I analyze surround not a matter. I use powerful concentration to
express transition period of time good example could be a moon or sun
inspiration to expression of Art. I look nature and go deep into the detail,
sensitively and precisely, to descover the another meaning. My Art Life has
mistical melody what is a Life ritm. Art filtrating positive energy of nature,
mountains, river, moon or snow because Artist likes a nature and secretly feels
“electromagnetic” forces waves.
„Different Feelings, radio waves, connecting in to me to retranslait and telegraph
it in to lines. In Jonas graphics “Lines” are very important in a Line are feelings
not in space more as silence and that are conceptual contemplation graphic art
elements wich makes Jonas map of sound and feeling in express of time to stop
meaning in art.” <…>
Paintings I express a flow of inspiration and feelings in a concentration. My two
colors pictures are different one cold and warm another like duality of thinking
wich is so often in Life.
Culture are only antiwirus againt wars and is a way to relightening because art
is love. Art is lifes totality. Peace and not aggression but a belief.
In a difficult life and short times for me and all World future it was a honour to
represent Baltic culture in Austria country in town of Krems am Donau.
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